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Introduction Let Γ be a continuous pseudo group acting on a manifold M.

Denote by (Λf, M\ p) a fibered manifold preserved by transformations in Γ.

Then any f in Γ locally induces a local transformation / ' of M1. Denote by

Γ/p the set of all such /'. Then it might seem natural to expect that Γ/p is

a continuous pseudo group acting on M'. However the matter is not so simple.

For instance, take / ' and gf in Γ/p such that the composition f°gf can be

defined. Then they can be lifted to local transformations / and g belonging

to Γ. But there is no guarantee to the effect that they can be lifted in such

a way that the composition of g and / can be defined, i.e. the image by g has

non-empty intersection with the domain of /. So we can not conclude that

Γ/p is a pseudo group. Thus, what we can expect is, roughly speaking, as

follows- There is a unique pseudo group P acting on M1 such that Γ/p forms

a substantial part of P. We call such P the quotient of Γ by (M, M', p) if it

exists (cf. 5.2). The main purpose of the present paper is to show the

existence and continuity of the quotient pseudo group for transitive Γ. Even

if Γ is not transitive, the argument used for transitive case implies the existence

and continuity of the quotient, provided we remove a proper subvarieties of M.

Moreover it seems reasonable to conjecture that the quotient exists for any

intransitive continuous pseudo group Γ. However we can not expect that the

quotient is continuous. This will be shown by an example (cf. §6). Denote

by JrΓ the set of all r-jets of local transformations belonging to Γ. In the

present paper Γ is defined to be continuous when any x in M satisfies the fol-

lowing conditions : (1) we can find a neighborhood U of x and a fibered manifold

(U9 Ui, p) such that fibers coincide with orbits of the restriction of Γ to £7,

(2) for sufficiently large r, there is a neighborhood ψf of the identity jet Fix)

at x in the space of r-jets such that the component %fr of Ψr^]rΓ containing
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Γ(x) is a submanifold, (3) we can choose Zfr+i and %fr such as in (2) so that

(%fr+u %?r, Pr+1) is a fibered manifold where pr

r

+1 is the canonical projection of

( r + D-jets to r-jets, (4) we can find a neighborhood U of x in M and an integer

r0 such that a local transformation / of U is in Γ if and only if fb(f) is con-

tained in Jr°Γ. Submanifold in the present paper is not assumed to be closed.

Throughout the paper we restrict ourselves in the category of real analyticity.

So we usually omit the adjective "real analytic". Except in §6, all the pseudo

groups considered are transitive. So we also omit the adjective " transitive".

§ 1. Derived Space. Let E, E be vector spaces over a field K. K will be

fixed throughout this section and we omit "over K". Denote by L(E, E1) the

vector space of linear mappings of E into E. Let F be a vector subspace of

L{E, E).

1.1. DEFINITION. By the derived space of F, denoted by Φ(F), we mean the

subspace of L{E, F) consisting of all b in L(E, F) such that for any u and u1

in E

where b(u) is the image of u by b and b(u)uf is the image of u1 by b(u).

1.2. We set

δ(F) = Codimension of S)(F) in L(E, F).

For uι, . . . ,ur in E denote by F(uit . . . , ur) the subspace in the r times

direct product of E1 consisting of all vectors (qiui), . . . , q{ur)) with q in F.

Let ΰAF) be the maximum of the dimension of F(uu . . . , ur) for all choices

of uu ' . > Ur in E.

1.3. DEFINITION. F is said to be an involutive subspace of L(E, Ef)y or simply

involutive, when

where n is the dimension of E.

The notion of involutive subspaces was introduced by E. Cartan in con-

nection with that of exterior differential systems in involution. Namely, an

exterior differential system of certain type is in involution if and only if F such
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as above associated with the system is an involutive subspace. A special case

of this theorem will be used later (cf. Prop. 2, 3.).

1. 5. PROPOSITION. If F is an involutive subspace of L(E, Ef)t Φ(F) is an

involutive subspace of L(E, F).

1.6. PROPOSITION. Let Fj, .7 = 0,1, . . . , be a sequence of vector spaces such

that Fo^UE, Ef) and Fj+1£:(£)(Fj)^L(E, Fj) for all j, where ®(F/) is the derived

space of Fj as a subspace of L(E, F/-i). Then there exists an integer jo such

that Fy+i = Φ(Fy) and Fj is an involutive subspace of L(E, Fy-i) for any j>j*.

This proposition is a special case of the prolongation theorem in the case

when our field K is the field of real numbers or of complex numbers. An

algebraic proof of our proposition was obtained recently by S. Sternberg. The

following two propositions are easy to check.

1.7. Let Ef be a subspace of E". We have the canonical injection i of L(Et E')

into L(E, E"). For a subspace F of L(Et E')

=9D(fF)c£(β, F).

1.8. Let j be a surjective homomorphism: Eι-^E. Then j induces a ca-

nonical injective homomorphism j (resp. j1) of L(E, E) into L(Eu E') (resp.

of L{E, F) into L{Elt jF)). For a subspace F of L(E, E1)

1.9. Use the notation in 1.7 and 1.8, except we write F°j in stead of j(F).

Then F is an involutive subspace of L(E, E') if and only if iF°j is an involu-

tive subspace of L(EU En).

1.10. The following reformulation of 1.6 will be used later.

PROPOSITION. Let G/, / = 0,1, . . . , be a sequence of vector spaces such that

where G-i = 0. Let jι be the canonical projection of E+Go+ * + G / onto

-J- * 4-G/-1 and iι be the canonical injection of Gι into EΛ-GQΛ *

Assume that there is a subspace Gί of L(E+GQ+ + G / - 2 , G/-i)

such that

CO Gi^ii-iGlojt for / > 1 .
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Assume further that Gι+ι^iιΊ){Gι)°jι. Then there exists an integer U such

that Gι+i = iιΊ)(Gι) °jι and Gι is an involutive subspace of L(E-\-G<>+ + G/-i,

E+Go+ +G/-i).

Proof. (1) establishes an isomorphism kι of Gι onto G\. Then by 1.7 and

1.8 our last assumption can be written as

1.7 and 1.8 together with the above inclusion relation for / — 1, / - 2, . . .

implies that G/'+i c φ ' - ^ G ί W i 0 * * # °jι-u where in the notation Φ 7 " 1 we omit

writting several identifications. Then there is a subspace Fι in

such that

Using the above isomorphism of Fι and G/, we can consider Fι as a subspace

of HE, Fι-i). Then our assumption implies that Fι is in ®(F/-i). Then our

contention follows from 1.6 and 1.9.

§ 2. Cartan systems

2.1. DEFINITION. A Cartan system on a manifold M is a finite dimensional

vector subspace Ω of the space of linear differntial forms on M such that we

can find a basis ω1, . . . , ωn of Ω and linear differential forms ω, . . . , ωm on

M satisfying the following conditions:

1) dω= ~r

where c)k and a)\ are constants and c)k + c)k = 0,

2) ωι, . . . , αΛ S>\ . . . , α)m are linearly independent at each point of Λf,

3) the matrices aχ = \\a}λ\\, l^λ^m, are linearly independent.

A Cartan system is called reduced when ω1, . . . , ωn, . . . , ωm form a basis

of linear differential forms over the ring of functions.

If 01, . . . , dn is another basis of Ω> the condition 1) is satisfied for the

forms θ\ ωλ with a possibly different set of constants. α)\ . . . , ωm such as in

the definition is called an auxiliary set of forms for Ω.

2.2. Keeping the above notations, denote respectively by Ω* and by eίt . . . ,
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en the dual vector space of Ω and the dual basis of ωι, . . . , ωn. Let ax be

the linear transformation of i2* defined by

qλ(ej) = a)χβi.

Denote by LiΩ) the vector subspace of L(i2*, Ω*) generated by au . . . , am.

It is easy to check that LiΩ) thus defined is independent of the choice of forms

ω\ . . . , ωn

y 5>\ . . . , ωm. We say that a Cartan system Ω is involutive when

LiΩ) is an involutive subspace of LiΩ*, Ω*).

2.3. Denote by pi (resp. p2) the projection of MxM onto the first factor

M (resp. the second factor M). Let Σ(J2) be the exterior differential system

generated by pfω* - pfω\ By a theorem of E. Cartan we have the following.

PROPOSITION. The exterior differential system Σ ( $ ) on (MxM, M, pi) is

involution if and only if Ω is involutive.

2.4. DEFINITION. A pseudo group operating on a manifold M is called a

Cartan pseudo group when there exists an involutive Cartan system Ω such

that the pseudo group consists of all local transformations which leave each

member of Ω invariant.

2.4. PROPOSITION. Let ωι, . . . , ωm and ξ1, . . . , ξq be two sets of auxiliary

forms of a Cartan system Ω. Then m = q and there are constants Vi and

functions h) defined on M such that

Proof. Write

Then comparing with 2.1.1), we see easily that the form a}λω
λ — a'j\ξλ is a

linear combination of ωι, . . . , ωn. Since the matrices #'=l|tf/λll are linearly

independent, the resulting linear system can be solved with respect to £λ

and we have the required relations among ξλ, ωλ

f and ω\ Since we can also

express ωλ as a linear combination of ξμ and ω\ we find that m is equal q.

2.6. Fix a basis ωι and auxiliary set of forms ωλ of Ω. An element b in

*, LiΩ)) will be expressed by a matrix bf where
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where ax is as in 2.1.3) and a is as in 2.2. We recall that ^)(L{Ω)) is a

subspace of Z,(i2*, L(Ω)). We say that an auxiliary set of forms ξ\ . . . , ξm

of Ω is restricted (with respect to ωλ) when a}λ = a'/λ where a)\ is as in the

proof in 2. 5. Then we have the following.

PROPOSITION. A set ξ1, . . . , ξm of linear differential forms on M is a

restricted auxiliary set of forms of Ω if and only if we have the expression

ξ = ω -f hiω

where tiϊ is a function on M such that hf(x) is the expression of an element

h(x) in Ί)(L(Ω)) for each x in M.

Proof. If £\ . . . , ξm is a restricted auxiliary sets of forms of Ωy then &μ

in 2.5 must be equal to δμ because aλ are linearly independent. Then it is a

matter of checking to see that ||ft/(#)|| belongs to

2.7. PROPOSITION. Let Ω be α Cαrtαn system on α manifold M. Given a

point p in M, we can find a neighborhood U on p, a fibered manifold iUy £/', p),

and a reduced Cartan system Ω1 on Uf such that p* induces an isomorphism of

Ω1 onto Ω. Moreover such (Uy U\ p) and Ω' are unique up to obvious isomorphism

provided we replace U and U' by smaller neighborhoods of p and pip).

Proof. Take a basis ω\ . . . , ωn of Ω and write the structure equation as

J ciωj A ) έ f ) ; Λ ω},

where c)k are constants. We will show that the equation ωι = = ωn =

= ω) = = 0 is completely integrable. Taking the exterior derivative of the

both sides and using the structure equation, we find that ωJ Λ dω) is a linear

combination of forms of the type ω'Λα/ΛαΛ ω'Λα/Λω/ί, and α/Λ toi Λ ωf.

Then it is easy to check that the above equation is completely integrable. Take

a small neighborhood U of p and let (U, ϋ\ p) be the fibered manifold of the

maximal integrals of the above equation restricted to U. If x1, . . . , xn+m,

y\ . . . , / is a local coordinate of (£/ U\ p), then

ωt = wtΛx,y)dxr,

ω) = v\rix, y)dxr (r = 1, . . . , n + m).

By observing the structure equation 2.1.1), we see easily that the functions
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Wr do not depend on y. Hence there are forms βι on U' such that ω* = p*θ\

Let Ωf be the vector space generated by 0\ . . , 0n. In order to see that Ω1

is a Cartan system, take a cross-section g of (U, U\ p) and observe the image

of structure equation by g*. This finishes the proof of the first part of our

proposition. By 2.5, the equation

1 n ~t A
(β =Z =Z (jj = • • • = Q)j = = \)

is uniquely determined by Ω. Moreover, any fibered manifold (U, U', p)

satisfying our conditions must be a fibered manifold of maximal integrals of

the above equation. Therefore (U, U', p) and Ωf are unique up to isomorphism

and schrinking of neighborhoods.

2.8. DEFINITION. A vector subspace Ωi of a Cartan system on M is said to

be a Cartan subsystem when Ωi itself is a Cartan system on M.

2.9. Let Ωι be a vector subspace of a Cartan system Ω. Then Ωi is a Cartan

subsystem of Ω if and only if the equation Ωi = 0 is completely integrable.

Proof. Assume that the equation Ωi = 0 is completely integrable. Take a

basis ω\ . . . , ωn of Ω such that the first nf members form a basis of Ωi. Let

ωλ be an auxiliary set of forms of Ω. Then

dωs = -g- cs

tr ω* A ωr + ωt A ω?

where s, t, r = 1, . . . , n\

ωst = ahωλ + bstjωJ (j-nljtl, . . , n),

and where at and b)j are constants. Let q0 = IkLIL <τ = l, . . . , m\ be a

maximal subset of linear independent matrices in the set aλ = || as

tλ \\ and bj =

ll^ ll. Write aλ = qσu
a

λ and bj = qav°j. Setting π° = uσ

λω
x+ v]ωj, we find that

dα>s = γcs

tr ω A ωr + <frV A ττσ.

Then it is easy to check that Ωi is a Cartan subsystem. The converse is

trivial.

§ 3. Prolongations of Cartan systems. In this section we fix a Cartan

system Ω on a manifold M. We. also fix a basis ώ and an auxiliary set of
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forms ώλ of Ω. However these will play only a secondary role, and all the

concept introduced will be independent of the choice of ωι and ωλ. We fix a

reference point x0 in Λf.

3.1. Let p(M, Xo) be the space of 1-jets of local transformations of M with

target xQ. We have the source mapping a of p(M, Xo) onto M. For a diffe-

rential form θ on an open subset of M and for a point x in the subset, denote

by (θ)x the multi-linear function on the tangent vector space at x assigned by

0. Take a 1-jet X — j\(f) where / is a local transformation of M. For a

given differential form £, (f*ζ)x is independent of the choice of a representative

/ of X. We denote this multi-linear function by X*ξ. X is said to be an

invariant 1-jet (with respect to Ω) when

Z*α> = (ω)x and X*(dω) = (dω)x

for every ω in Ω. Denote by p(M, #0)Ω the set of invariant 1-jets with source

Xo.

3.2. PROPOSITION. p{M, XO)Ω is a submanifold of p(M, Xo), (p(M, ΛΓO)Ω, M,

a) is a fibered manifold, and the dimension of fibers is equal to the dimension

of%(L{Ω)).

Proof. Choose linear differential forms T?1, . . . , rf defined on a neighbor-

hood U of a given point x such that ω\ ω\ tf form a basis of linear differential

forms on U. For X in p(M, Xo) with source y in Ut set

Then p)y

 fp{t "pi, q), #£, "gi can be completed to a chart of i>(M, Xo) defined

on a~\U). p(M, XQ)QΓ\CC~1(U) is defined by the following equation (cf. 2.6.):

(1) % = "pί = "dv=p)- δ) = ̂  -δϊ = 0,

(2) i ^

where α's are as in 2.1.1). Let q)σ, a = 1, . . . , mi, be a basis of the space of

solutions of the equation (2). This equation is the equation for q in L{Ω*, L{Ω))

to be in ©(.£(£)) expressed in terms of basis (cf. 2.6.). Hence m[ is equal

to the dimension of Φ(L(j2)). The equation (1) together with
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with arbitrary u gives a parameterization for elements in p(My #O)Ω. Then it

is trivial to confirm our assertion.

3.3. PROPOSITION. If X and Y are invariant I-jets and if a(X) = a(Y),

then X° Y'1 is an invariant 1-jet.

Proof is obvious from the definition.

3.4. DEFINITION. Denote by Γ{Ω) the pseudo group of local transformations

f of M such that f*ω = ω for any ω in Ω.

3.5. Let / be a local transformation of M. Denote by U(f) the domain

of definition of /. Let p(f) be a local transformation of p(M, x0) defined by

the following formula: For X in a'KU(f))

where x is the source of X. Assume that / is in Γ(Ω). Then by 3.5. p(f)

preserves the submanifold p(M, #O)Ω. Denote by p(f) the restriction of p(f)

to p(M,

3.6. PROPOSITION. Let (x) be a chart in M. Then we have the chart (xfu)

introduced in the proof of 3.2. Take an element f in Γ(Ω) defined on the

domain v1 of the chart. Then we can find functions u°(x) such that for any

X in p(M, #O)Ω with source in U1

u°(pif)(X)) = uσ{X) + uσ(a(X)).

Proof. Since /* keeps the structure equation 2.1.1), /*α)λ = ωλ + k}ωj, where

kj is a function. By the defintion of q) in 3.2, there is a function u° such that

k} = q}oU°. Then we can easily check our assertion by going back to the

definition of the function q) in 3.2.

3.7. DEFINITION. Define a linear differential form ωn*λ on p(M, #0)Ω for

each λ = 1, . . . , m by the following formula:

(1) (ωM+λ)z = « * ° U V )

where it* is the linear mapping induced by a on tangent vector spaces. By the

definition
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Denote by p(Ω) the vector space generated by ct*ωy and ωn+λ over constants.

p(Ω) is a vector subspace of the space of linear differential forms on p(M, #O)Ω

If we take another auxiliary set of forms ξ\ . . . , ξm for Ω and if we denote

by θn+λ the form obtained from ζx by the same process as we obtained ωM + λ

from β>\ then by 2.5 we have 0w + λ = ̂ ω Λ + μ + λ}(#oW'. Therefore p(Ω) is

independent of choices of auxiliary set of forms for Ω.

3.8. PROPOSITION. Let f be an element in Γ(Ω). Then for each ω in p(Ω).

(pHf))*ω = ω.

Proof. By the definition of ω*+ λ

because f~loa = a°p(f~1).

3.9. DEFINITION. Z,£f H be a locally closed submanifold of p(M, # 0 )Ω. FT*

stfjy ί/̂ αί 77 fs «w admissible submanifold (with respect to Ω) when the following

conditions are satisfied:

ί) There is an open neighborhood U of XQ in M such that (H, U, a) is a

fibered manifold.

2) for any Xi and X2 in H we can find a neighborhood Wi of Xi in H, i

= 1, 2, and an element f of Γ(Ω) such that pι(f) is defined on Wι and maps

Wx (resp. Xx) into W2 (resp. to X2).

3.10. PROPOSITION. Let H be an admissible submanifold of p(M> #O)Ω Denote

by τ the canonical injection of H into p(M, ΛΌ)Q. Fix a point Xx in H. Take

an element ω in p(Ω). Then (r)*ω = 0 if and only if {{τ)^ω)χi = 0.

Proof. Take an arbitrary element X2 in H. Choose / such as in 3.9.2).

Then by 3.8 and 3.9.2) we see easily that the assumption ((c)*ω)χι = 0 implies

3.11. PROPOSITION. Let H be an admissible submanifold of p(M, XQ)Q.

Denote by p(Ω, H) the restriction of p{Ω) to H. If Ω is reduced (cf. 2.1),

p(Ω, H) is a reduced Cartan system on H.

Proof. Fix an element Xi ΊnH. Using the independent functions u\ . . .-,
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um' on β(M, XO)Ω introduced in 3.2, we may assume because of 3.9.1) that

the tangent vector space of H at Xi is defined by the condition: dumι+1 =

= tfttm' = 0. Then by 3.9.2) and 3.6 the tangent vector space of H at any

point of H is defined by the same equation. In the following we observe

everything on H. Since Ω is reduced and since ωn+λ has the expression 3.7. (1),

we can write

(1) dωn+λ = \cl$ ω* Λ ωk" + q)xduc Λ J

(k\ kn = 1, . . . , n+ m, τ = 1, . . . , wi), where c's are functions skew-symmetric

in V and k". Set Ck#> = c.Pk»(Xi). Choose functions υ\ (* = 1, . . . , n-tm)

and set

Then we have the equality

(2) dωnf λ = \ Ck?k»ωk' Λ ωk" + q)τθ
τ Λ ωj

if and only if

(3) cn

k£,\X) = cUλ - Qkτυl(X) + QU υl(X)

for any X in H, where we set q\z =0 for k > n. Consider this as an equation

on unknown υ\ for each fixed X. We claim that this equation has solution.

Namely, take / such as in 3.9.2) and such that p(f)(X) = Xlm Set

(P(f)*(dux))x=(dux)x+'υl(ωk)x

(cf. 3,6) Then by applying (p(f))* to (1), we see easily that the above fvl is

a solution of the equation. Hence (3) has solution for each fixed X. Therefore

we can find functions vl which satisfies the equation (3) for arbitrary X.

Then θ~ with this choice of vl satisfies the equality (2). Then it is easy to

check that p{Ω, H) is a reduced Cartan system.

3.12. The following is well-known:

PROPOSITION. Ίf Ω is involutive, p(M, XQ)Ω itself is an admissible submanifold

of p(M, AΓO)Ω, and p(Ω) is an involutiυe Cartan system,

§ 4. Quotient by a Cartan subsystem.

4.1. DEFINITION. A vector subspace Ω1 of a Cartan system Ω on M is called
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a Cartan subsystem when Ωf is a Cartan system on M.

4.2. A CONSTRUCTION. Let Ω be a reduced involutive Cartan system on a

manifold M. Take a reference point XQ in M. Let Ω' be a Cartan subsystem

of Ω. By Proposition 2.7, replacing M by an open neighborhood of ΛΓ0 if neces-

sary, we can find a fibered manifold (M, M', π) and a reduced Cartan system

IT on M' such that π* induces an isomorphism of IT onto Ωf. π induces a

fibered manifold (p(M, #0), i>(M', Wo)tfπ) where Wo = π(#o). Denote by i>(M',#0)S'

the image by fπ of i>(M, #0)Q. It will be shown that p{M', #0)§' is an

admissible submanifold of p(Mf, WQ)Π. Therefore we have a reduced Cartan

system p(77, p(M', *0)Ω') by 3.11. Denote by jf>(β' Ω) the image by (fπ)*

of ί(77, ^(M', ΛTO)Ω'). It will be shown that p(Ωf; Ω) is a Cartan subsystem

of p(Ω). For simplicity we set

= p(Mf, *<>)§'

θ)Ω, 7Γ1=/(7Γ).

We have the following commutative diagram:

a
M<r—j,(M, Xt) 2 Ml

7Γ 7Γ1 7Γ1

ŝ  a Ύ Ψ

M >p(M', Wo) Ώ H

4.3. PROPOSITION. H is an admissible submanifold of p{Mf

y Wo)n* (Mi, H,

7ri) and {H, M\ a) are fibered manifolds.

Proof. We will show first that # satisfies the condition 3.9.2). Let Wi

and Wi be two elements in H. Take Xr in ΛίΊ such that PΓr = 7Γi(X ). Since

Ω is involutive, there is / in Γ{Ω) such that p(f)(Xi) = X2. f is locally a

prolongation of an element / ' in Γ(Ωf). Then it is clear that / ' satisfies the

condition 3.9.2) for IT. For a generic point X in Mi, H is a submanifold on

a neighhborhood of W — πi(X) and (Mi, //, πi) is a fibered manifold on a

neighborhood of X. Then because of the homogenity condition 3.9.2), the

same conclusion follows for arbitrary element in Mi. Similar argument also

shows that (H, M', a) is a fibered manifold.

4.4. PROPOSITION. p(Ω' Ω) is a Cartan subsystem of p(Ω).

Proof. It is clear by the construction that elements in p(Ωf Ω) are
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invariant differential forms of Γ(p(Ω)). Then by a theorem proved in [2]

p(Ωf Ω) is contained in p(Ω). Hence it is a Cartan subsystem of p{Ω).

4.5. Take a basis 01, . . . , βn' of IT and an auxiliary set of forms ?\ . . . ,

fm' for 77. Then 77! has a basis 0s, 0n'+/c (s - 1, . . . , n', K = 1, . . . , rri) (cf.

3.7). We have the structure equation

dθn'+κ = \cΐt*κ θ* Λ βv + « v 0s A ?v

(f, f' = l, . . . , w' + m'), where (V) is an auxiliary set of forms of 77i. Each

ξκ induces an element yκ in L(77) (cf. 2.2). Let es be the dual basis of θs.

Denote by Z/(77i) the vector subspace of L(77*, £(77)) generated by £v defined

by the formula:

As was remarked in the section 3,

Let ί be the canonical injection of L(77) into the direct sum 77* H- Z,(77). Denote

by j the canonical projection of 77*4-L(77) onto 77*. 0* form a basis of 77i. Let

ft be the basis of 77? dual to θ\ Denote by q the isomorphism of 77*+ 1(77)

onto 77* which sends es (resp. yκ) to / s (resp. to /«/+*). Then by the defini-

tion

toL'(Πi) oj = q^LOTί)q Q io<S)(L(II)) °j.

4.6. Starting from £, i2', (M, Mf, π), and 77 as in 4.2, we carry out the

construction in 4.2 successively as follows - We already defined JMi, 77^ and

71*1114.2. We set Mi = H, Ω[ =p(Ωf; Ω), and #i = the identity jet at *<>.

Then Ω[ is a Cartan subsystem of Ωx =-p(Ω) and TΓI* induces an isomorphism of

77i onto Ω[. Morever by 3,12 Ωx is reduced and involutive. Assume now that

we constructed a fibered manifold (Mr, Mf

rf πr), a reference point xr in Mr, a

reduced involutive Cartan system Ωr on Mr, a Cartan subsystem Ωr of Ωr, and

a reduced Cartan system 77r on Mr such that π? induces an isomorphism of

77r onto Ω'r, for each r = 1, . . . , / - 1 . We set

Πι=p(Πι-lt Ml),
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and ΛΓ/ = the identity jet at xι~ι. Thus we defined the above objects for each

r = l , 2 , . . . .

4.7. Introduce the mappings i, jy and q as in 4,5 at each stage of the

above inductive construction, say irt jrf qr for r = 0, 1, . . . . Set £=77*, Go =

L(Π), and Gr = q'r~1L(I7r)qfr where q'r = qr-i- <7o. Then by 4.5 we find that

they satisfy the conditions in 1.10. Therefore there exists an integer n such

that for r>r0L(Πr) is involutive and Φ(L(77r)) can be canonically identified

with L(ITr+i) (cf. 1.7 and 1.8). Hence for r > r 0 J7r is a reduced involutive

Cartan system and M r + i l

4.8. We set

We continue to use the same reference points, but omit them in notations when

there is no possibility of confusion. We have the fibered manifolds

(Nr, N, ccr) and (Nr, N'r, pr).

Take the vector subspace Ω* of Ω_ such that

Ωr 3 «*(£) Π p*(Πr) - α?(ί??).

4.9. PROPOSITION. Ωf is a Cartan subsystem of R.

Proof. By 2.9 it is sufficient to show that the equation Ωr = 0 is completely

integrable. Take linearly independent elements ωs, θ\ ξu in Ωj- such that ωs,

θ* (resp. ωs, ξu) form a basis of «*(£) (resp. of pΐ(Er)). Then we easily

check that

dωs^ztuζ
u/\θt (mod jtf).

Take tangent vectors L and K to N such that i is tangent to the fibers of

(iVr, Nr, Qn) and <ωs, ϋC> = 0. Since ω* belongs to the image of p* it follows

that

0 = zt*<ξu

9 KXθ\ L>

If our choices of L and K have enough freedom so that <β\ L> and <£w, K>

can take arbitrary values, it follows that z's are zero and so the equation Ωf

= 0 is completely integrable. The freedom for <?M, ϋΓ> is obvious. If for a
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X in N{atθ*)χ = 0 on the tangent to the fiber, then because of the transitivity

of the pseudo group Γ{Ω_) it follows that atβf vanishes on the tangent to any

fibers. This contradicts the choice of θt unless at = 0.

4.10. By the construction Ω$ is an increasing sequence of subspaces of Ω_.

Hence there exists an integer t\ such that Ω* = Ω*+i for r>Tι. Set Ωn = Ωft.

PROPOSITION. We can find an auxiliary set of forms ώλ of Ω_ such that for

a basis ωs of Ω*

dωs = -jcss>s» ωs' Λ ωs" + as

s>λω
s' Λ ωλ

Proof. Choose forms θt on N so that ωs, θt form a basis of Ω_. Take an

auxiliary set of forms ωλ of Ω_. Write

dωs = -- cU" / Λ ωs" + ωs' Λ &

where ξs

S' is a linear combination of θt and ω\ Take a basis ωs, ?M of Πrχ and

an auxiliary set of form tp of Jin- Then on iVrx ί!' is a linear combination of

ωs, ξu, and ??τ. Hence on iW1+i is' is a linear combination of invariant forms

since 77ri+i = P(Hry)* Let E (resp. E1) be the subspace generated by θt (resp. by

?f'). Then the above shows that any element 0 in E Π £' is a linear combina-

tion of elements in αr*1+i(S i+ι). Since 0 is an invariant form, this implies that

θ is in αr*1+i(J2ri+i). Hence if θ is not zero, Ωfι+i is actually larger than Ωfx.

Hence E Π Zi7 = 0. Therefore we can rechoose our auxiliary forms ωλ so that

our contention holds.

4.11. In this and the next paragraph we will replace manifolds involved by

open submanifolds containing the reference points whenever necessary without

mentioning it and keep the same notation for the schrinked manifolds.

By 2.7 we can find a fibered manifold (N, iV#, δ) and a reduced Cartan

system Ω_* on N* such that <5* induces an isomorphism of Ω* onto Ω*. Since

Ω* can be considered as a subsystem of Mr and also contains Π, it follows that we

have the commutative diagram for any large r

N < Nr

A
N' < N

r
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where by the arrows we indicate that the Cartan system on the target

manifold is mapped in the Cartan system on the source manifold.

Nr-+Nu, Nf

r-*N* induce mappings

Nr+ι —-

Then by extending the diagram (1) we see easily that the images of the two

mappings in (2) are equal.

4.12. THEOREM. Let Ω be a reduced involutiυe Cartan system on M. Take

a reference point x<> in M. Let Ω1 be a Cartan subsystem of Ω. Replacing M

by an open submanifold containing ΛΓ0 if necessary, we take a fibered manifold

(Λf, Λf', TΓ) and a reduced Cartan system Π on M such that π* induces an

isomorphism of IT onto Ωf. Then the following holds when we replace M and

M1 by small neighborhoods of reference points. Using the notations in this

section, denote by F the pseudo group on M1 defined as follows: The equation

of F is of order n + r and the equation on a neighborhood of the space of

identity (n+r)-jets is described as pro+r(f)^Γ(Sn). Then F is continuous.

Any element h in Γ(Ω) is locally a prolongation of an element in F. Moreover,

for any element f in F such that fy

0+r(f) for any y in U(f) is sufficiently

near to the space of identity jets and for any x in M such that r(x) is in U(f),

f can be lifted locally to an element in Γ(Ω) defined on a neighborhood of x.

Proof. Since Πr is involutive, F is continuous. Take h in Γ(Ω). Then h

is locally a product of hi such that f'(hi) is sufficiently near to identity jets,

where r'-n + r. Each hi (resp. h) is a prolongation of /,- (resp. of / ) , where

fi and / are local transformations of M1. By the construction of M\ fi is in

F. Hence / is in F. It remains to see the last assertion in our theorem.

Take / in Γ1 such that its r'-jets are sufficiently near to identity jets.

Set g=pr°(f). Then g belongs to T{Π). Hence by 4.13 g can be lifted to g*

in Γ(Ω*). By the last conclusion of 4.12, f(g*) is in the image by j \ of the

space of invariant 1-jets of N. Then gn can be locally lifted to an element h~

in Γ(jΩ) by the following lemma in the theory of exterior differential systems.

h~ induces an element h in T\Ω) which is a lifting of /.

4.14. LEMMA. Let R be a reduced involutiυe Cartan system on N. Take a
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fibered manifold (N, iV#, γ) and a Carίan system Ω* on N* such that <J* induces

an injection of Ω* into Ω_. We assume that the proposition in 4.10 holds for

£t* = r*&* and Ω_. Take g* in Γ(Ω*) such that jι(gn) is in the image by fγ

of the space of invariant 1-jets of N. Take x in N such that γ(x) is in the

domain of gn. Then g* can be lifted locally to an element in Γ(Ω_) defined on

a neighborhood of x.

Proof of the lemma is obtained by actually constructing the lifting by

following the recipe of E. Cartan for the construction of general solution of

involutive exterior differential systems. We note that the assumption that 4.10

holds for Ω* is essential to guarantee that the polar functions of Σ(Ω_) satisfy

conditions necessary to carry out the lifting construction.

5. Quotient pseudo group

5.1. DEFINITION. Let Γ be a pseudo group acting on a manifold V. A fibered

manifold {V, V, p) is called an invariant fibering of V (with respect to Γ)

when every element in Γ sends fibers into fibers.

When this is the case, for any / in /' and for any point x in the domain

of / there is a neighborhood U of x such that the restriction of / to U is a

prolongation of a local transformation / ' of V. Such / ' is called a reduction

of/.

5.2. DEFINITION. Keeping the above notation, denote by F a pseudo group

acting on V7. We say that F is the quotient pseudo group of Γ with respect to

the invariant fibering when the following conditions are satisfied: (1) for any

f in Γ, every reduction of f is in F, (2) for any x0 in V, we can find a

neighborhood U of xQ and a neighborhood SB of the identity r-jet Γ(p(x0)) of

V for an integer r such that, for any g in F with jr(g) in the component of

$&ΓlJrF containing Ir(p(xo)) and for any x in U> g can be locally lifted to an

element in Γ defined on a neighborhood of x> (3) F is minimum with respect

to the properties (1) and (2).

5.3. PROPOSITION. Let Ω be a reduced Cartan system on a manifold M.

Replacing M by an open submanifold if necessary, let (M, V, p) be the fibered

manifold of maximal integrals of the completely integrable equation Ω = 0.

Assume that Γ(Ω) is transitive. Then the quotient of Γ(Ω) exists. If Γ(Ω) is
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continuous, the quotient is also continuous.

Proof. Fix a reference point w0 in M. For an arbitrary point w of M

choose / in Γ(Ω) such that f(w) = WQ. Let / ' be a reduction of / defined on

a neighborhood of x = p(w). Set τ(w) = jx(ff). We claim that τ(w) is indepen-

dent of the choice of / and that τ is an injective and analytic mapping of M

into.£(F> Λτo)=the manifold of invertible 1-jets of V with target Xo = p(wo).

In order to see this, take a basis vo% and an auxiliary set of forms ωλ of Ω.

Take coordinate («, v) (resp. (x, y)) defined on a neighborhood of Wo (resp.

of w) for the fibered manifold (M, V, p), where υ and y are fiber coordinates,

such that (J)w% = (dtί)wι, (ωλ)Wo = (dvx)Wo. We have the expression ωι = ωtj(x,y)dxί.

By writing down the expression of ((/<~1)*ωl)ll;β, we find that ωj(xu jvi) =

(dfι/dxJ')x^Xj where w; = (#i, ^ ) . Hence r is well defined and analytic. By

the structure equation and by the condition U I ) W = ( ^ 1 ) M ; , (ωλ) = (dyλ)w

for a fixed w, we see easily that (dωj/dyλ)w = «}χ. Then it is easy to check

that τ is injective.

By the definition of r, it is a simple matter to see that τ°f°τ~1=β(ff)

for any / in Γ(Ω). Then the equation of Γ(Ω) induces an equation for a

pseudo group of V. Denote this pseudo group by P. Then it is clear that P

is the quotient of Γ(Ω). If the equation of Γ(Ω) is involutive then the equation

of P is involutive and hence P is continuous.

5.4. PROPOSITION. Let Γ be a transitive pseudo group acting on V. Take

an invariant fibered manifold (F, V\ p). Assume that for each point x in V

there is an open neighborhood of x, say Ux, such that there is the quotient

pseudo group of the restriction of Γ to Ux. Assume that each fiber is connected.

Then the quotient of Γ exists.

Proof. Take a point y in V. Let u and x be two points in V such that

p(u) = p{x) =y. Denote by A (resp. Γ2) the quotient of Γ\UU (resp. Γ\UX).

It is sufficient to show that there is a neighborhood U1 of y such that A | LP =

Γ2|Z7f. Since the fibers are connected we easily reduce to the case when

p(Uu Π Ux) is a neighborhood of y. Then Uf = p(Uu Π Ux) satisfies our condition.

5.5. THEOREM. Let Γ be a continuous transitive pseudo group acting on a

manifold V. Take an invariant fibered manifold (F, V7, p). Assume that each

fiber is connected. Then the quotient of Γ with respect to the fibering exists
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and is a continuous pseudo group.

Proof. By 5.4, we can afford to schrink our manifold to a small neighbor-

hood of a point in V if necessary. In the following we will omit mentioning

such schrinking. By taking the standard prolongation a number of times, we

find a Cartan system i2 on a manifold M and a fibered manifold structure

(My V,pf) such that Γ(Ω) is an isomomrphic prolongation of Γ. By taking one

more standard prolongation if necessary, we can assume that, for each X in

My (Ω)x contains the image by (p')* of the cotangent vector space of V at

p!(X). Denote by Ω(X) the set of all ω in Ω such that (ω)x is equal to zero

on the tangents to fibers of (Λf, V\ p°pf). By the transtivity of Γ(Ω) and the

invariance of the above fibering, it follows that Ω\X) is independent of X

Thus Ωf = Ω(X) is a vector subspace of Ω, and (Ω')x is equal to the image by

(p°pθ* of the cotangent vector space of V at p°p'(X). Hence Ω' is completely

integrable and so Ωf is a Cartan subsystem of Ω. Take a fibered manifold

(My M'y π) and a Cartan system 77 on M1 such that π* induces an isomorphism

of IT onto Ω'. By 4.14 there is the quotient pseudo group A acting on Mf.

Clearly A is a pseudo subgroup of Γ(ΊJ).

By the construction of Ω\ it follows that there is a fibered manifold stru-

cture (M\ V'y 7r'),such that p°pf = π'°π. Moreover (M'y V'y π1) is the fibered

manifold of maximal integrals of the equation π = 0. Hence by 5.3 there exists

the quotient continuous pseudo group Γ" of Γ(77). By recalling the proof of

5.3, we see easily that continuous pseudo subgroup A of Γ(Π) induces a con-

tinuous pseudo subgroup P of Γ". It is clear that P is the quotient pseudo

group Γ.

6. An example. In this section we give an example to show that theorem

5.5 is not true for intransitive continuous pseudo groups.

For a given real number t let G(t) be the group of all matrices

1

0

0

a

1

0

b

ta

0

where α, b are arbitrary real numbers. Let (#'), l < z < 4 , be the coordinates

in i?4. Denote by Γ the pseudo group of all local transformations y% = F\xi,
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. . . , tf4), 1 < i< 4, of R" such that

1) the matrix ||aF7a#yIL l<i, j<3, belongs to G(xA) at each point (x\

. . . , xA) of the domain of F,

2) F\x\ xA)=x\

Denote by (x\ y\ p)) the coordinates in the space of 1-jets of local transfor-

mations of i?4. Then elements of Γ are solutions of

(1) pl=pl-l=pl-x'pl = O,

Let S be the system of equations defined by the equation (1) together with

p\i=pl22=pli=pl2 = O,

P\z- x'pn^pl- P\- xψn = 0

S is contained in the first prolongation of (1). Computing the successive pro-

longation of S we can easily check that the conditions of the prolongation

theorem [1] are satisfied. Hence Γ is continuous.

The general transformation of Γ is given by

where ψi are arbitrary functions of their arguments. Consider the fibration

i?4-»#3 defined by (x1, . . . ,Λ:4)-^(AΓ2, #3, ΛΓ4) clearly it is invariant under the

action of Γ. The pseudo gronp P induced by Γ in i?3 is not continuous. This

can be checked by computing the space of r-jets belonging to P and observing

that they degenerate at points ΛΓ4 = 0.
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